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Near-exact exchange–correlation potentials calculated with the procedure of Zhao, Morrison and Parr (ZMP)
for 35 systems are combined in a histogram average to construct an exchange–correlation potential. The
histogramming scheme makes use of a self-adjusting Cartesian grid (SACG), whereby the bin size is adjusted
based on the number of data points in a region. The two-dimensional SACG approach is first tested against an
analytic exchange–correlation potential of two-variables and shown to reproduce it to the required accuracy.
The SACG approach is then applied to the ZMP data, and Kohn–Sham eigenvalues and densities are
compared. Further extensions are discussed.

1 Introduction

Density functional theory (DFT) has made a large contribu-
tion to computational chemistry.1,2 In particular, the develop-
ments of Kohn and Sham3 have provided a practical approach
to DFT of atoms and molecules and have created a framework
within which DFT can be systematically improved, through
successive approximations to the unknown exchange–correla-
tion energy, Exc . However, only the functional derivative of
Exc , the exchange–correlation potential, vxc , is required to
solve the Kohn–Sham equations for the Kohn–Sham orbitals
which give the density, r, by construction. The density is the
fundamental quantity of DFT since by the first Hohenberg–
Kohn theorem4 it determines all properties of a system. We
are thus motivated to attack approximations to vxc directly
instead of going through the functional Exc .
This idea is not new. Some efforts have made use of exact

properties of vxc , such as asymptotic limits5 and coordinate
scaling.6 Others have proposed functional forms with adjust-
able parameters determined by fitting to near-exact vxc data.

7

Our approach starts with near-exact vxc data. Zhao,
Morrison and Parr (ZMP) have developed a scheme whereby
a near-exact density is used to compute vxc(r) along with den-
sity variables such as r(r), |Hr(r)|, H2r(r), Hr(r)�HHr(r)�Hr(r),
etc. on a spatial grid for a system of choice.8 We use this infor-
mation from a chosen fit set of systems to construct a map
from a set of density variables of choice at a point, r, to the
exchange–correlation potential at that point, vxc(r). Instead
of using this data to determine parameters in a proposed
analytical map, we construct a histogram representation of
the potential, which can subsequently be used in Kohn–Sham
calculations. This histogram map can be constructed in any
dimensions of choice: this work focuses on the (r,|Hr|) plane
because of the success of generalized-gradient approximations
(GGA) to Exc . The goals of this paper are twofold: 1. to
motivate, establish and demonstrate the effectiveness of the
numerical histogram mapping scheme, and 2. to apply the
histogramming approach to create a map to vZMP

xc , since vZMP
xc

represents the true exchange–correlation potential for a
system.

The ZMP method is discussed in section 2. The two-dimen-
sional histogram method itself is then discussed in section 3,
followed by an analysis of how the histogram method per-
forms on an analytic function of only two dimensions in sec-
tion 4. We end with results on the application to ZMP
potentials and conclusions in sections 5 and 6, respectively.

2 The Zhao, Morrison, Parr method

The Kohn-Sham orbitals are the set of orbitals, {fKS
i }, that

minimize the non-interacting kinetic energy,9 Ts , given by

Ts½ffig� ¼
XN
i

fi �
1

2
H2

����
����fi

� �
ð1Þ

where N is the number of occupied orbitals, and give the
ground-state density, r0 , by

r0 ¼
XN
i

fKS
i ðrÞ

�� ��2 ð2Þ

One way to solve for these orbitals is to constrain eqn. (2) in
the minimization of eqn. (1) with respect to {fi} with the
method of Lagrange multipliers, which requires an undeter-
mined multiplier at each point in space, l(r). Zhao and Parr10

recognized that a more efficient way to invoke the constraint is
through the non-local expression

C½r; r0� ¼
1

2

ZZ ðrðrÞ � r0ðrÞÞðrðr0Þ � r0ðr0ÞÞ
jr� r 0j drdr0 ð3Þ

which only requires a scalar multiplier, l. Since the energy due
to the external potential, Eext[r], and the Coulomb energy,
J[r], are explicit functionals of the density and do not depend
on the individual orbitals, these quantities can be added to
Ts[r] and the orbitals at the minimum will not change. Per-
forming the minimization of Ts[r] +Eext[r] + J[r] with respect
to changes in the orbitals with the constraint eqn. (3) and
imposing orthonormalityZ

fi
�ðrÞfjðrÞdr ¼ dij ð4Þ
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we obtain the set of canonical equations

� 1

2
H2 þ lvlcðrÞ þ vextðrÞ þ

N � 1

N
vlJ � eli

� �
fl
i ¼ 0

i ¼ 1; 2; ::: ð5Þ

where vext(r) is the external potential, v
l
J is the Coulomb poten-

tial

vlJ ¼
Z

rlðr0Þ
jr� r0j dr

0 ð6Þ

vlc (r) is the constraint potential

vlcðrÞ ¼
Z ðrlðr0Þ � r0ðr0ÞÞ

jr� r0j dr0 ð7Þ

and we have multiplied vlJ by the Fermi–Amaldi factor11 fol-
lowing ZMP.8 The density rl is given by

rl ¼
XN
i

fl
i

�� ��2 ð8Þ

The solution point is reached when rl ¼ r0 , which is achieved
in the limit l!1.7 At the solution point, these eqns. (5) mini-
mize Ts and thus are the Kohn–Sham equations.8 Noting the
form of the Kohn–Sham effective potential3

vKS
eff ðrÞ ¼ vJðrÞ þ vextðrÞ þ vxcðrÞ ð9Þ

we find

vZMP
xc ðrÞ ¼ lim

l!1
lvlcðrÞ �

1

N

Z
rlðr0Þ
jr� r0j dr

0
� �

ð10Þ

It is important to view the result eqn. (10) in light of the work
of Perdew, Parr, Levy and Balduz (PPLB)12 and Perdew and
Levy13 who examined DFT for fractional numbers of particles.
PPLB noted that as a function of the number of particles,
the energy has discontinuous derivatives at integer particle
numbers,

@EN

@N

����
N�d

¼ EN � EN�1

N � ðN � 1Þ ¼ EN � EN�1 ¼ �I

@EN

@N

����
Nþd

¼ ENþ1 � EN

ðN þ 1Þ �N
¼ ENþ1 � EN ¼ �A ð11Þ

where 0< d< 1. By Janak’s theorem,14 the HOMO eigenvalue
thus jumps at the integer

@EN

@nN

����
N�d

¼ eN jN�d ¼ �I

@EN

@nNþ1

����
Nþd

¼ eNþ1jNþd ¼ �A ð12Þ

since changes in particle number are achieved through chan-
ging the occupation numbers of the Kohn–Sham orbitals, ni .
The density is continuous with respect to changes in particle
number, thus the only element of the Kohn–Sham equations
that could achieve this jump is vxc and they noted

lim
d!0

vxc jNþd � lim
d!0

vxc jN�d ¼ Csys ð13Þ

where the constant is system-dependent because of the nature
of the discontinuity eqn. (12).
In wave-function based approaches to quantum chemistry,

there is an inherent discontinuity in changing particle numbers
because the wave function must change number of variables.
In DFT however, the density is continuous with respect to
changing particle numbers, and we would expect some smooth

transition from N� d to N+ d particles to occur. This is indeed
the case as shown by Perdew and Levy.13

vxc jN ¼ 1

2
lim
d!0

vxc jN�d þ lim
d!0

vxc jNþd

� �
ð14Þ

The asymptotic form of the density is given by15

lim
r!1

rðrÞ ¼ exp½�2ð2IÞ1=2r� ð15Þ

When this is used in the asymptotic limit of the Kohn–Sham
equations, we see

lim
r!1

vxcðrÞ ¼ I þ eHOMO
KS ð16Þ

We now find a perspective with which to view the ZMP poten-
tial, vZMP

xc . By eqn. (10) vZMP
xc goes to zero in the asymptotic limit,

and thus eHOMO
ZMP ¼ �I by eqn. (16). According to the PPLB

analysis, vZMP
xc corresponds to the negative side of the integer

discontinuity (12). Using this in eqns. (13) and (14), we find

vxc jN ¼ vZMP
xc þ Csys

2
ð17Þ

This has very important implications for this study. If we
were only concerned with vZMP

xc for one system at a time, this
result would be insignificant since shifting a potential by a con-
stant does not change the orbitals. However, in this study,
vZMP
xc from several systems are combined together. If the sys-
tem-dependent shifts were not included, the data for each sys-
tem would represent vxc�Csys/2 by eqn. (17), and would
effectively be scrambled. The constructed potential would have
no hope of approximating a true functional derivative. Thus it
is vital to include a system-dependent shift for each vZMP

xc .
This analysis has previously been noted by Tozer and

Handy16 in the context of Exc development. In their fitting pro-
cedure, they included a system-dependent shift, which was
determined by minimizing errors in the exchange–correlation
potential with respect to vZMP

xc data. We use similar values, cal-
culated in the context of the functional of Hamprecht et al.,17

as the system-dependent shifts, and they are shown in Table 1.
The fit set of molecules used to construct the potential map

are shown in Table 1. This study is restricted to closed-shell
systems and potentials. For each system in the fit set, accurate
ab initio electron densities were computed using the Brueckner
doubles18 coupled cluster technique with a TZ2P19 basis set.
These densities were used in the ZMP code developed by Tozer
et al.7 As recommended by these authors, the value l ¼ 900
was used to reduce errors caused by using finite basis sets.
The ZMP potentials were calculated on a numerical, spatial
grid and were used along with values of r, |Hr|, H2r,
Hr�HHr�Hr, etc. on the grid as the input data set for the poten-
tial construction method discussed below.

3 The self-adjusting Cartesian grid

As mentioned in the introduction, once accurate vxc data is
available, one approach to construct an exchange–correlation
potential would be to fit the data to a proposed function form.
When fitting a data set of p points, D(p), with a function of n
parameters, care must be taken so that n does not become
greater than p as this causes instability of the fit, and is known
as over-fitting.20 In addition, the basis set of fitting functions
used to create the proposed function often does not span the
space of functions and thus even in the data-set limit, where
the set D(p) contains all data points necessary to completely
determine the original function, the true function whence the
set D(p) came is not reproduced by the fit.
To alleviate these drawbacks, we examine a grid-based

scheme whereby the actual data points D(p) are used with
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some form of interpolation in between points to determine a
map from D(p) to the original function.20 There are no basis
functions, and thus no problem of over-fitting, and in the
data-set limit, the grid reproduces the true function exactly.y
This is not a practical way forward as simply storing all the

data-points is not feasible in the data-set limit. Furthermore,
this approach requires too much time to search the stored data
for a point when the potential is used in a Kohn–Sham calcula-
tion. Instead we propose a histogram map whereby a grid of
bins is created, and all data points falling in a bin are averaged
to form the value of the bin. If the bins are too large, this sce-
nario clearly represents a poor approximation since the
averages cover large portions of the space. The bin size is
therefore allowed to vary based on the number of data points
in a region: a finer level grid is used in regions where data is
abundant, while a coarse level grid is used elsewhere. The
resulting histogram will depend heavily on the data set used
to train it, but it does preserve the formally nice property of

returning the exact function in the data-set limit, provided that
the bin size is allowed to approach zero.
The self-adjusting Cartesian grid (SACG) is an implementa-

tion of the above histogram map. The properties of each bin
are described in Table 2. For simplicity, the bins are forced
to be square. Since the limit of zero bin size (s! 0) is not
achievable due to finite computer precision, in practice the
limit s!S is taken.
The construction algorithm is presented in Fig. 1. The

default bin side length, S, the maximum number of points that
can lie in a single bin, C̄, and the data set D(p) are the input
parameters as described in Table 2. The minimum side length
tolerance, S, is set to the precision of the input data set. The
first step in construction is initialization of the coarse-level
grid. For each data-point, the algorithm either creates a bin
on the coarse grid defined by S using the data point’s attributes
as initialization parameters, or adds the data point to an exist-
ing bin if one exists at the point’s coordinates.
Once the initialization is performed, the algorithm executes

self-adjustment by first searching the grid for bins to be quar-
tered. Quartering is the process by which a bin divides itself
into smaller bins, quartering in the case of two-dimensional
bins. A bin, b, is quartered if b.c> C̄ and (b.s/2)�S. When

y Note that the choice of interpolation was not specified and could, in
some cases, suffer from the problems of function-based fitting schemes;
namely over-fitting and incompleteness of basis set.

Table 2 Self-adjusting Cartesian grid (SACG) bin attributes and parameters. For a bin attribute A, the value of A for a bin b is denoted as b.A.

Arrays are denoted with square brackets [ ]. See Fig. 1 for construction algorithm diagram

Attribute Notation Description

Value b.v Value of the potential in the bin

Weight b.w Weight associated with the bin

Count b.c Number of data points in the bin

Side length b.s Side length of the square bin

Coordinates (b.x,b.y) Cartesian coordinates on the chosen density variable plane of the bin

Data index b.DI[ ] Array storing indices of data points located in the bin

Parameter Notation Description

Default side length S Default side length

Minimum side length tolerance S Minimum side length allowed for a bin

Maximum count tolerance C̄ Maximum number of points allowed to be in a single bin

Data set D(p) Input data set

Table 1 For each system in the fit set: Index denotes the system index used in Figs. 3 and 4; nocc is the number of occupied Kohn–Sham orbitals;

Csys (Eh) from eqn. (17) are taken from the analysis of TH16 as applied to the functional of Hamprecht et al.,17 where the factor of 1
2 is implicit; RMS

denotes root mean square errors (eqn. (19)) of occupied Kohn–Sham eigenvalues between analytic LB94 and LB94SACG(r,|Hr|)|0:550 and between

ZMP and ZMP-THSACG(r,|Hr|)|0:550 potentials. The ZMP-THSACG(r,|Hr|)|0:550 eigenvalues are corrected for the Csys shifts

System Index nocc Csys

RMS

System Index nocc Csys

RMS

LB94 ZMP LB94 ZMP

Al+ 1 6 0.0839 0.0386 0.1239 C2H2 2 7 0.1281 0.0095 0.0444

C2H4 3 8 0.1286 0.0098 0.0444 C2H6 4 9 0.1330 0.0087 0.0434

CH2(1A
1) 5 4 0.1382 0.0065 0.1279 CH3Cl 6 13 0.1024 0.0165 0.0365

CH3OH 7 9 0.1445 0.0060 0.0268 CH3SH 8 13 0.0947 0.0319 0.1099

Cl2 9 17 0.0748 0.0196 0.0316 CIF 10 13 0.1128 0.0167 0.0249

CO 11 7 0.1528 0.0061 0.0421 CO2 12 11 0.1461 0.0070 0.0272

F2 13 9 0.1766 0.0121 0.0098 H2CO 14 8 0.1473 0.0076 0.0279

H2O 15 5 0.1854 0.0043 0.0115 H2O2 16 9 0.1478 0.0041 0.0139

HCl 17 9 0.1283 0.0192 0.0353 HCN 18 7 0.1445 0.0066 0.0487

HF 19 5 0.2233 0.0102 0.0055 He 20 1 0.3114 0.0137 0.0276

LiF 21 6 0.1939 0.0108 0.0567 LiH 22 2 0.1579 0.0027 0.1268

Mg 23 6 0.0652 0.0329 0.0410 N2 24 7 0.1516 0.0024 0.0518

Na2 25 11 0.0213 0.0086 0.1054 Na+ 26 5 0.1226 0.0148 0.1140

NH3 27 5 0.1452 0.0017 0.0422 NaCl 28 14 0.1089 0.0167 0.0848

Ne 29 5 0.2740 0.0106 0.0265 SO2 30 16 0.1090 0.0292 0.0960

Be 31 2 0.1989 0.0051 0.1070 B+ 32 2 0.2574 0.0049 0.1678

CH4 33 5 0.1627 0.0083 0.0428 H2 34 1 0.2011 0.0001 0.0067

Li+ 35 1 0.5497 0.0049 0.1568

4614 Phys. Chem. Chem. Phys., 2002, 4, 4612–4618
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a quartering event occurs, the smaller quarters are initialized to
have the value of the original bin, and a side length of 1

2 of the
original bin. The initial weight is set to 0. The specific data
points contained in quartered bins are then placed in the cor-
rect quarters. The quarter retains the value of its parent bin if
no data point falls in the quarter. This provides an alternative
to extrapolation. Since the quarters have weights initialized to
zero, the quarter value is overridden if a data point falls in the
quarter. The self-adjustment process is carried out until all bins
have less than C̄ points, or side lengths equal to S.
The description presented here is geared toward two-dimen-

sional potentials, but the algorithm is easily generalized to N
dimensions in the obvious way.
The output of the procedure is a numerical table represent-

ing the grid. The properties of the potential lookup table are
shown in Table 3.
Ultimately, we want to use a SACG map (potential) as an

exchange–correlation potential in a Kohn–Sham calculation.
During the calculation, the Kohn-Sham equations are solved
self-consistently, and the potential is needed at all spatial

points. At each point in space, there are values of r(r),
|Hr(r)|, H2r(r), Hr(r)�HHr(r)�Hr(r), etc. available, and depend-
ing on which density variables were used to construct the map,
these can be used to access the SACG potential to return vSACG

xc

for that point. The value returned is the value of the bin where
the point (x,y) falls on the grid, for some input (x,y). Thus to
return a value, all that is needed is an efficient searching algo-
rithm to locate the appropriate bin in the grid. The searching
algorithm is shown in Fig. 2.
Once a point is requested, the algorithm first calculates the

position of the virtual bin for that point. The virtual bin is
the coarse-level bin the point would lie in if it existed. The exis-
tence of this virtual bin is then tested. If it does not exist, the
return value is governed by the particular method of extrapola-
tion chosen. If the virtual bin does exist, the algorithm searches
through all possible s values to find the smallest bin the point
lies in, and returns the value of that bin. Thus the finest level of
detail is used that is available.
Several extrapolation procedures were investigated. The

proximity extrapolation procedure involves locating the closest

Fig. 1 Construction algorithm diagram. See Table 2 for explanation of SACG grid attributes and parameters. b stands for a general bin, q for a
general quarter.

Phys. Chem. Chem. Phys., 2002, 4, 4612–4618 4615
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filled bin and returning that value for the point. Another rou-
tine defines some radius whereby the weighted average of all
bins whose centers lie within the radius from the requested
(x,y) point is returned. Both procedures gave similar results,
and ultimately the proximity extrapolation was used since it
was faster.
The searching algorithm naturally slows down the more

intricate the grid. Thus although the SACG has the nice formal
property of reducing to the exact function as s! 0 in the data-
set limit, it is not a practical limit when the potential is used in
Kohn–Sham calculations. Note that speed is a major advan-
tage for function based fitting since the cost of evaluating a
function computationally is minimal.
The focus of the present investigation is the accuracy of the

SACG approach, and the efficiency of the searching procedure
is of secondary importance. However, the searching algorithm
lends itself to efficient data retrieval algorithms that scale as
log2kN, where k is the number of dimensions of the SACG
potential, and N is the number of bins.

4 Application to two-dimensional potentials

We must first establish the credibility of the SACG approach
as a viable method of constructing a map from density vari-
ables of choice to the exchange–correlation potential. The best
testing criterion for an SACG potential is how well it performs
in Kohn–Sham calculations. As mentioned in the introduction,
with vxc we can solve the Kohn–Sham equations for the Kohn–
Sham eigenvalues and orbitals, which give the electron density
through eqn. (2). The testing criteria then consist of comparing
Kohn–Sham eigenvalues and properties of the density.
Solving the Kohn–Sham equations for specific systems using

SACG potentials was implemented in the CADPAC21 suite of
ab initio and density functional programs. Evaluation of the

total energy expression requires an explicit form for the
exchange–correlation functional Exc . Since we do not have a
ESACG
xc [r], we are forced to use another functional, and the

energies obtained in the self-consistent calculations are not
consistent with the densities from the Kohn–Sham orbitals.
However, convergence of the Kohn–Sham calculation is deter-
mined by the change in the density matrix within CADPAC,
and the densities are consistent with the exchange–correlation
potential used. In all calculations with SACG potentials the
BLYP22,23 exchange–correlation functional was used along
with a TZ2P basis set.19

As discussed in section 3, a two-dimensional SACG map
should be able to exactly reproduce a function of just two vari-
ables in the data-set limit. Therefore, the SACG methodology
was first tested against the analytical approximation to the
exchange–correlation potential of van Leeuwen and Baerends
(LB94)5 to test its performance of fitting a function of only r
and |Hr|. Anticipating fitting the vZMP

xc data (section 5), we fit
the LB94 potential for the same data set. For every (r,|Hr|)
pair that occurs in the ZMP data set, we include vLB94xc (r,|Hr|)
r|) in the LB94 fit set. We use a weight of one for all data
points in the LB94 fit set so the bin values represent non-
weighted averages of the points in the bin.
Different combinations for the parameters S and C̄ in the

SACG construction method (section 3) were tried. For the
SACG procedure to approach the function it is fitting, ideally
C̄ would be set to 1, but there is a tradeoff of accuracy and
speed. With the large amount of data in the ZMP fit set
(130 330 points), C̄ ¼ 50 was found to be sufficient. Investiga-
tions showed that greater accuracies were achieved with smal-
ler S values and more extrapolation, and S was chosen to be
0.5 in the units of the chosen density variables. In all discus-
sions below, the SACG potentials are denoted as

fitSACGðx;yÞ jS
C�

ð18Þ

where (x,y) are the density variables used in the map
(x,y)! vfitxc. Table 1 shows the absolute root mean square
(RMS) errors in occupied eigenvalues between the LB94 and
LB94SACG(r,|Hr|)|50

0.5 potentials where the RMS error is
defined as

RMS ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiPN
i ðOi �Otrue

i Þ2

N

s
ð19Þ

where Oi is the value of some calculated property, Otrue
i is the

true value of the property, and N is the number of properties
included in the error. The majority of the absolute RMS errors
are 10�3 Eh , which is roughly 1 kcal mol�1. It is evident that
the LB94SACG(r,|Hr|)|0:550 potential is reproducing the eigenva-
lues of the analytic LB94 potential for the 35 systems compris-
ing the fit set.
We examine differences in the densities directly through the

quantity

D ¼
Z

ðrðrÞmethod � rðrÞtrueÞ
2dr ð20Þ

where in this instance, r(r)true is the density from the analytic
LB94 potential and r(r)method is the density from

Table 3 Specific grid properties included in the self-adjusting Cartesian grid (SACG) potential lookup table. See Fig. 2 for search algorithm

diagram

Property Notation Description

Side length array S[ ] Sorted list of all side lengths present in the grid

Coordinate arrays b.x[ ],b.y[ ] Arrays storing x and y coordinates of each bin

Value array b.v[ ] Array storing potential values for each bin

Weight array b.w[ ] Array storing weights for each bin

Fig. 2 Search algorithm diagram. See Table 3 for explanation of
SACG grid properties. q stands for a general quarter.

4616 Phys. Chem. Chem. Phys., 2002, 4, 4612–4618
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LB94SACG(r,|Hr|)|0:550 . Plots of this quantity for each system are
shown in Fig. 3. These differences are typically 10�4 indicating
that the densities produced by the two potentials from self-
consistent Kohn–Sham calculations are essentially equivalent.
The LB94SACG(r,|Hr|)|0:550 potential is equivalent to the ana-

lytic LB94 potential for the purpose of solving the Kohn–
Sham equations. Thus the two-dimensional SACG method is
an effective tool for constructing a numerical map from two
density variables, (x,y), to the exchange–correlation potential,
vxc , for the case that vxc is a function of (x,y).

5 Application to ZMP data

As demonstrated in the last section, the two-dimensional
SACG approach is effective in mapping (x,y)! f(x,y), for
some function f(x,y). When applied to f ¼ vZMP

xc , (x,y) are
not known, but we are motivated by the success of GGA
approximations to consider (r,|Hr|) as the variables of the
SACG potential. The potential constructed with the ZMP data
with the Tozer–Handy (TH) shifts16 is denoted as ZMP-

THSACG(r,|Hr|)|0:550 . For every (r,|Hr|) pair that occurs on a
grid point in the ZMP data set, we include vZMP

xc +CTH
sys for that

grid point in the ZMP fit set. Note that the factor of 1
2 in eqn.

(17) is implicit in the TH shifts (Table 1). Initially the weights
used were the quadrature weights on the molecular grid from
the ZMP calculations. However, investigations show that
greater accuracies are achieved with all weights equal to 1.
In order to directly compare SACG and ZMP eigenvalues,
the ZMP-THSACG(r,|Hr|)|0:550 eigenvalues are corrected for the
added TH shifts. The absolute RMS errors in the corrected
ZMP-THSACG(r,|Hr|)|0:550 eigenvalues and the ZMP eigenvalues
are shown in Table 1.
The spread in errors is much more apparent than in the test

on LB94 data presented above. The majority of the RMS
errors are 10�2 Eh , but there is a large group of systems with
10�1Eh differences.
The goal of the SACG methodology is to accurately

reproduce the potential from which the fitting data set
D(p) comes. Thus as applied to the ZMP data set, the
SACG potential should be reproducing the ZMP density
properties. For density comparisons, the ZMP density should
be identical to the input coupled-cluster (CC) density used in
the ZMP method if convergence to the limit l!1 was
attained. Thus to measure how close the SACG method is
expected to come to reproducing ZMP densities, we compare
CC-ZMP differences, DCC-ZMP (eqn. 20). For thoroughness,
D quantities for differences with ZMP densities for CC,
BLYP, LB94 and ZMP-THSACG(r,|Hr|)|0:550 , densities are shown
in Fig. 4.

It is interesting to note that BLYP densities are generally
closer to the ZMP densities than ZMP-THSACG(r,|Hr|)|0:550 .
Although ZMP-THSACG(r,|Hr|)|0:550 is not the closest to the
ZMP density, it is overall closer than the LB94 potential which
is expected.
In summary the ZMP-THSACG(r,|Hr|)|0:550 potential is only

part of the way to the ultimate goal of reproducing ZMP ener-
getics and densities. Examining the construction of the SACG
potential, we recognize four reasons for this discrepancy: insuf-
ficient fit data, extrapolation errors, errors in the Csys values,
and the approximation of only including two density variables.
It is evident from the tests against the LB94 potential in sec-

tion 4 that the data points in the fit set were enough to con-
struct LB94SACG(r,|Hr|)|0:550 . We therefore eliminate insufficient
data as the cause, but do note that we are confining this discus-
sion to representation of the fit set systems, and the broad
applicability of a SACG potential requires a broad fit set.
To test the effect of different extrapolation routines, SACG

potentials created from data from known potentials were used
with proximity and analytical extrapolation, where the form of
the analytic potential was used when a point was extrapolated.
No differences in results were observed, and we therefore elim-
inate extrapolation as the cause of the differences.
We must conclude then that the problem lies with either the

values of Csys used, or with the two-dimensional approxima-
tion. Note that a true GGA functional is written as

EGGA
xc ½r� ¼

Z
f ðrðrÞ;jHrðrÞ jÞdr ð21Þ

Taking the functional derivative using results from the calculus
of variations,1 we find

vGGA
xc ¼ vðrðrÞ;jHrðrÞ j;H2rðrÞ;HrðrÞ�HHrðrÞ�HrðrÞÞ ð22Þ

Fig. 3 Differences between LB94 and LB94SACG(r,|Hr|)|0:550 densities,
D (eqn. (20)). System indices are listed in Table 1.

Fig. 4 Differences between ZMP and ZMP-THSACG(r,|Hr|)|0:550 densi-
ties, D (eqn. (20)): true ¼ ZMP, N method ¼ CC, X method ¼
BLYP, K method ¼ LB94, � method ¼ ZMP-THSACG(r,|Hr|)|0:550 . (a)
normal scale, (b) logarithmic scale. System indices are listed in Table 1.
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Thus a true GGA potential is a function of four density vari-
ables. To test the severity of the two-dimensional approxima-
tion, we constructed an SACG potential in the (r,|Hr|) plane
using BLYP22,23 potential data, since vBLYP

xc is a GGA poten-
tial. Performing the same comparisons, we found that the
RMS errors in the eigenvalues between BLYPSACG(r,|Hr|)|0:550

and vBLYP
xc were 10�2 Eh , while the D quantities (eqn. 20)

between the two were 10�3. Thus while the two-dimensional
approximation limits the capability to reproduce ZMP densi-
ties to D ¼ 10�3 (as compared to the DCC-ZMP values which
are 10�5 or better), it is not the only factor (Fig. 4), and the
shifts must play a role as well.

6 Conclusion

In conclusion, we have demonstrated that the self-adjusting
Cartesian grid (SACG) histogramming approach is a viable
alternative to function based fitting schemes for creating maps
from density variables to exchange–correlation potentials. In
particular, the SACG scheme does not suffer from the problem
of over-fitting, and reproduces the true function in the data-set
limit.
The validity of the SACG numerical map was first tested in

the case of the analytic LB94 potential,5 where the exact vari-
ables for the map are known from the analytical form. The
SACG approach was shown to reproduce LB94 results in
Kohn–Sham calculations. The ultimate goal is to create a
map from density variables to vZMP

xc , since vZMP
xc represents

the true exchange–correlation potential for a system. However,
the appropriate density variables for the map are not known.
A two-dimensional SACG map based on (r,|Hr|) was found
to be not as effective in reproducing vZMP

xc data. The Csys values
used and the approximation of only two density variables
probably caused the discrepancy.
The great advantage of the SACG approach is its flexibility.

The addition of more dimensions is a straightforward general-
ization of the algorithm, the only aspect changing being the
details of a quartering event. Within the GGA approximation,
as H2r and Hr�HHr�Hr are added as variables, the SACG
potential should come closer to being a functional derivative
of a GGA functional, which will allow greater accuracies
and evaluation of other quantities such as the gradient of the
density which is important for determining molecular struc-
tures. It could be the case that the GGA-type maps are not
the solution to construct vxc , and further investigation is
needed.
The flexibility of the SACG approach allows the investiga-

tion of other variables for the map to the exchange–correlation
potential. One such variable of interest is the non-local Cou-
lomb potential, vJ(r), which arises naturally in the context of
ZMP exchange–correlation potentials (eqn. (10)).

We are confident that the principle of constructing the
Kohn–Sham exchange–correlation potential from near-exact
exchange–correlation potentials of many atoms and molecules
is sound. Furthermore, the results presented in this work indi-
cate that this novel approach has promise, and they reveal a
clear direction in which to proceed.
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